Austin Hills Swim League
Minutes: Mar 7, 2010 at Westwood
Attending
Laura Spradling (BCW) Diane Byrne (RP) Heidi Martindale (BCCC) Laura Reed (BCCC) Kristi
Barksdale (WHAC/RW) Rusty Pepper (ACC) Shane Oberle (LCCC) Jeff Layne - Chairman (WW)
Minutes from 2/15/10 approved: proposed by Rusty Pepper, seconded by Diane Byrne
DQ Sheets: Unanimous decision to “standardize” the DQ form—go with the Rollingwood form. It
was strongly suggested to add the computer codes to the DQ sheet so entry would be easier. Each team
should check to see if their version of meet manager has the same codes to match.
Computer Training: Kristi confirmed that computer training is April 25 at 6 PM at Ce-Bar Fire Station.
Need to bring a laptop with meet manager loaded. Rusty is to ask Mark Katterjohn if it would be okay
to move the training to ACC. Will have answer at next league meeting.
Stroke judge training: Shane Oberle stated that Minerva Martinez will carry out stroke training at Lost
Creek on May 2 @ 4:30 and May 4 @ 7:00.
Starters: Check to see if AHSL has different rules than USA Swimming on starters only calling false
start. Starters should only call false starts; AHSL tends to be more lenient. Ask Minerva Martinez for
her opinion on false starts, should AHSL add to by-laws “only starters can call false starts.”? In that
case, starter would have DQ sheets and mark for false starts. Possibly a sheet could be created for use
by starter only. Starters should attend stroke judge training.
League Insurance: Rusty to update us on insurance rates at next meeting. April 1 new rates come out.
League will remain at $15 fee per swimmer this year. Payments due to league on May 1.
Medals/Color Codes: Heidi Mathis has ribbons from last year. Jeff will touch base with Heidi on
ribbons to see how the order is coming. There may be a large amount of personal best medals left over
from last year.
Meet Schedules: Please email your meet schedules to Diane Byrne.
Next meeting April 11 @ 6:00 at Austin CC
Summary of actions:
Decision to standardize DQ form—use “Rollingwood version”
Swimmer fee to stand at $15 this year
Starters must attend stroke judge training
Summary of actions carried over:
Medals order progress; location of computer training; decide on rule for starters and false start calls

